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Abstract
There's a growing interest in leveraging the structured and formal nature of business
process modeling languages in order to make them available not only for human analysis
but also to machine-readable knowledge representation. Standard serializations of the past
were predominantly XML based, with some of them seemingly discontinued, e.g., XPDL
after the dissolution of the Workflow Management Coalition. Recent research has been
investigating the interplay between knowledge representation and business process
modeling, with the focus typically placed on standards such as RDF and OWL. In this paper
we introduce a converter that translates the standards-compliant BPMN XML format to
Neo4J labelled property graphs (LPG) thus providing an alternative to both traditional
XML-based serialization and to more recent experimental RDF solutions, while ensuring
conceptual alignment with the standard serialization of BPMN 2.0. A demonstrator was
built to highlight the benefits of having such a parser and the completeness of coverage for
BPMN models. The proposal facilitates graph-based processing of business process models
in a knowledge-intensive context, where procedural knowledge available as BPMN
diagrams must be exposed to machines and LPG-driven applications.
Keywords: Labelled Property Graphs, Model-Driven Software Engineering, BPMN 2.0,
Graph Database, Model Query

1.

Introduction

Conceptual modelling tools export both semantic information and visual/positional data of
diagrammatic elements. For model-driven software engineering, as well as interoperability
between diagrammatic tools, the OMG standards try to mitigate differences with the help
of various interchange formats. The BPMN standard facilitates both diagramming and
execution of complex event-based workflows by means of the WS-BPEL binding or the
BPMN 2.0 XML serialization. Other standards have been popular in the past e.g., XPDL,
seemingly discontinued after the dissolution of the Workflow Management Coalition. For
reasons perhaps historical, all standard serializations are XML-based, therefore
fundamentally hierarchical – and this is not limited to BPMN but also to other related
conceptual model serializations (XES for event logs, XMI for UML interchange). This
design choice has deviated from the fundamental graph-like (relationship-centric) nature
of most visual diagrams, which is hinted at by their meta-metamodels – all those analyzed
by the literature [9] having identified "relationship" (although under different names) as a
first-class citizen. Even in visual sketches where no visual connectors are present, but only
grouping or visual alignment, relationships are still implied by relative positioning or
hyperlinking, as shown in the taxonomy of diagrammatic relations discussed by [4]. Other
works have argued for a mapping between arrow-based visualizations and logic [7] taking
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the form of graph-based knowledge representations.
The Knowledge Graph paradigm proposes machine-readable knowledge
representations that are closer to how humans manage information – i.e., as networks of
associations, an idea that also informed the graph-like structure and relationship-centric
nature of diagrammatic models in general (instantiated here by the flow-centric nature of
BPMN). Graph databases are the typical technology for storing and reasoning on such
semantic networks of association, while also exposing knowledge to graph-oriented
queries: path finding and navigation, subgraph extraction, node context extraction etc.
This article proposes a BPMN 2.0 compliant approach (i.e., preserving all information
from the BPMN 2.0 XML standard) to capturing business process models in a labelled
property graph database, i.e., the LPG format promoted by Neo4J [8] with their CypherQL
graph query language as means of navigating and retrieving graph information. We also
deploy a proof-of-concept GUI to demonstrate graph navigation in concordance with the
BPMN-based XML schema, leveraging a network visualization library (Vis.JS [26]) fed
by a Spring Boot service. The result provides the user experience of a "process stepper" –
a typical learning tool for training employees, supporting process learning and
understanding. In a more general sense, model-driven software engineering [3] may thus
benefit from a new approach to interchange and interoperability, which can be leveraged
by process-aware systems, process analytics or workflow execution engines.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides background and comments on
references related work. Section 3 presents the work methodology and overviews the
solution artifact. Section 4 describes an expository demonstrator, followed by
implementation details in Section 5 and evaluation aspects in Section 6. The paper
concludes by pointing out strengths and weaknesses currently identified.

2.

Background and Related Work

This paper does not focus on business process model execution, but sets new grounds for
execution in the form of a graph model base. In the demonstration section, we emulate an
execution engine by traversing back and forth a BPMN process model while also
displaying proximal execution context (all nodes directly connected to every process step).
Modelling environments use various serialization formats for achieving
interoperability, with various degrees of concordance. The legacy BPML 1.0 by OMG was
for a while the preferred execution language. In [16] various other XML formats are
discussed, revealing the XML-centric world of model-driven engineering and model
interchange and the situation did not evolve much, due to the standardization efforts during
that time. A more pragmatic solution for model interchange should move beyond the
execution and interchange goals, towards a knowledge representation goal that also
supports execution and interoperability besides the knowledge-focused use cases such as
semantic queries, rule-based processing or graph embedding.
Graph databases are available as two technological categories. The RDF approach for
knowledge modelling is the foundation for the Web of Data [1, 2], adopted by open
knowledge bases such as DBPedia, or as a rich metadata format e.g., in Springer SciGraph
[23]. An RDF serialization of BPMN models has been offered for a while in the BEE-UP
tool [20], further leveraged in artifact-building research such as [5] where a dereferencing
service was implemented for process browsing. The main limitation of that approach is
that (a) it is built on a tool-specific meta-metamodel – i.e., not reusable outside BEE-UP;
and (b) it is not fit for the increasingly popular Neo4J labelled property graph databases.
In our pragmatic approach, we take as input the BPMN 2.0 XML serialization based
on its standard XML schema, therefore reusable for any BPMN tool compliant with that
serialization (we employed Signavio for demonstration). We also move from RDF to the
alternative LPG model for graph databases, where we can distinguish the relationship
properties from the nodes' properties, allowing to shift some of the data load from
resources/nouns to relationships/predicates, which are commonly present in diagrammatic
representations (e.g., probabilities or transition conditions on sequence flows of a process
model). More recently, the RDF standard has also considered an extension to allow data to
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be associated with relationship instances not only with relationship types – see the
RDF-star extension [22], but it has not been available during the development of the work
presented here, and it is not yet part of the RDF standard (therefore still subject to imminent
change). Once standardized, we plan to compare the benefits of having BPMN
serializations in the two alternative formats.
For demonstration purposes, we developed an additional inferenced visual layer based
on Vis.JS and also a process stepper based on a graph browsing service inspired by the
dereferencing service in [5] to display the immediate neighborhood for every node (i.e.,
process element), thus gradually revealing its context during navigation.
A process-aware application of BPMN models that comes closer to our research was
presented in [14], converting a surgery workflow into a checklist displayed in a dynamic
HTML website, using a domain-specific output presentation that does not aim for general
purpose knowledge representation. The need to repurpose BPMN models for knowledge
representation is gaining traction in the conceptual modeling community, see also [10]
which proposed on-the-fly ontology-based semantic enrichment of BPMN elements.

3.

Research Method and Prototype Summary

From a software engineering point of view, we followed the Extreme Programming model
to design and implement an artifact. We guided our research effort according to the Design
Science Research methodology [18] based on the needs of a project that must manage and
navigate process paths flexibly in a technological environment that already employs graph
databases for storing organizational contextual knowledge of those processes.
During the first stage, the goal was to model data from BPMN 2.0 XML into Neo4j
store, including subprocess links to other diagrams. We also wanted to investigate the
reasoning capabilities offered by Neo4j out-of-the-box, which were not on par with those
tailored for the RDF standard (e.g., OWL axioms) but can be emulated to some extent by
queries acting as a form of production rules. Research that analyzed Labeled Property
Graphs (LPG) as an equivalent to the standardized RDF shows considerable advantage in
query speed by using pre-aggregation [13], with the drawback of LPG not being tailored
for the "Linked Data" distributed graph paradigm.
The established XML-based serializations are hierarchical and imply traversal using a
DOM model, although a process model is not really a tree-like structure. This makes XML
feel like a redundant abstraction layer between how the process looks (is visually perceived
and discussed by humans in comprehension tasks) and how it is stored/queried by
machines. Authors of [12] stated that the XML-based interoperability is reduced in
practice: “there are no tools or tests to check if model conforms to all restrictions” –
moreover, the future of XPDL is uncertain after the disbanding of the Workflow
Management Coalition.
Our converter loses the visual data and cannot be considered a true interchange tool –
we focus on extracting the procedural knowledge content of BPMN diagrams and we
enforce validation using the schema constraints of the XML serialization. Since we take
input from the standard XML, the DOM tree is parsed to generate a graph node from each
visual element, keeping only attributes of semantic value that may inform process
execution or analytics, or visualization that does not care about the original graphical layout
of the diagram. XML tags referring to BPMN relationships are further translated into
Cypher relationships, most of them containing properties themselves, which are allowed
by the LPG model (and less fit for RDF, although workarounds have been proposed).
By creating a model base from the raw BPMN semantics, process descriptions can be
queried and processed with graph-based algorithms, while also remaining human-readable
[6]. The model can be executed remotely, as needed in robotic process execution [15] –
this could be exploited by Robotic Process Automation, which currently also
predominantly uses XML serializations (the XML-based user interface structure provides
the "data objects" for UI process execution).
The usage flow of the graph-driven demonstrator starts with the app prompting the user
to select a pool whose process is going to be simulated, then it initiates a "node browsing
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session" (as we designed in a previous work on graph visualization [17]). At any step of
the process traversal, the user is presented with the set of properties of the current process
element and the proximal context of it – relationships incoming and outgoing from/to
resources, subprocesses and flow elements. The programming goes beyond simply
replicating the “token game” summarized in the standard [19] and generally employed by
BPMN simulation tools, where the token is generated by a Start Event, passing through
elements and relationships except a Message Flow, finally being consumed at any End
Event. We explore all relations incoming and outgoing from a node, meaning the user can
go beyond the normal sequence flow and access resources like documents, pools, and enter
the resource describing a group. Therefore, we open the token game and actually let the
user navigate every node described in the graph store, similar to a Knowledge Graph
exploration scenario.
Below the initial pool selection list, we rendered a network visualization of the
conversations between process participants. By inference through successive queries, we
found the source pool containing a conversation task and also the pool where the message
flow leads (possibly into another workflow element that catches the message). This
dereferencing from message sending activity type up to a process and a containing pool
was facilitated by a backwards induction through the clear CypherQL syntax and the
resulting graph was assembled using Vis.JS in what resembles a Conversation Diagram.
The core service methods in our app have the purpose of retrieving an identified node
and its relationships while interfacing with the graph database and the front-end
visualization. The Middleware consists of a Spring Boot Java implementation of a classic
MVC architecture, with a Data Access Layer (DAL) for the graph data and front-end
rendering using the Thymeleaf Views. To bring the Neo4J data in the model of the Spring
Boot framework, we defined related POJO classes for each node type (label from Neo4J).
Through this we obtain a layered architecture ensuring separation of concerns between the
presentation, business logic and data persistence layer, closely following the clean
architecture paradigm [11].
Current evaluation through the lens of Design Science has been limited to software
testing and integration with contextual graph information that is still being developed
within the project where the requirements for this serialization were raised. The client app
for navigating graph contents was introduced to demonstrate the completeness of coverage
for all elements present in exemplary BPMN models regardless of type and relationships.

4.

Demonstrative Application

Figures 1 and 2 describe a BPMN model before and after the conversion, respectively, with
the second version visualizing the LPG structure. We have created the model (of a
distributed service ecosystem) using Signavio Process Manager, exported the standard
XML serialization and passed as input to the endpoint that performs the conversion. In
Figure 2 nodes that do not show any name tag are instances of label/type Process which
are grouping constructs that intermediate between a Pool and its Lanes or a SubProcess
and its first Start Event. Additionally, the graphical tool will not show names for nodes that
did not have any name attribute given at the time of modeling – e.g., a single-laned process
(still those nodes do have internal ids).
In a preliminary version of the artifact, we designed the navigation app to go in a single
forward direction resulting a process stepper loyal to a Token Game simulation. That
means that from a subprocess element to its start event and from its end event back to the
subprocess element there is no Succedent relationship. Covering this functionality implied
small changes in terms of schema at graph store level to match the only-outgoing initial
dereferencing of neighbors. For this reason, we artificially introduced at Neo4J graph
creation JUMP_TO relationships for bridging this gap. In the current iteration, this was
overhauled by opening the token game to navigation in any direction.
We encountered some technical limitations. If we draw a couple of Message
“envelopes” with the same name, Signavio exports only a single XML corresponding
element (a message with that text). The solution was to model the message text as an
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attribute of the Message Flow relationship, rather than splitting the relationship in two and
adding a Message node. The value of the message property can be the same in different
relationship instances.

Fig. 1. Top-level BPMN model of example

.

Fig. 2. Converted BPMN as Neo4J graph visualization
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Another problem is due to the limitations of the subprocess XMLSchema definition when
exporting a top-process using the option “include linked subprocesses”. From inside the
linked model only non-collapsible pools will be exported into XML, although collapsible
pools can be drawn. Upon closer inspection we have found the reason behind this behavior.
Top-process has a <collaboration> header tag with children being at least one pool wrapped
inside a <participant> tag, that can have one or none <processRef> attributes of type
Process, so no subProcess elements can be linked to any pool. Instead, Subprocess is
serialized directly inline as a FlowElement (like a complex task) inside that pool’s process
containing only lanesets with the actual mini-flow; the only participants serialized in the
top header tag <collaboration> are the ones in the top-process. It might be because in
BPMN a subprocess is thought of as a series of actions done only by that participant (pool)
inside the top-process that are taken out of that model in order to unclog it or do exception
handling, but it isn’t concerned with interaction with the other participants. The standard
points, indeed, that subprocesses are just a complex type of Task divided into small Tasks.
Our modelling service works according to this standard behavior with a small change in
that the subProcess FlowElement has a relation with an intermediate Process element
artificially introduced to group the subprocess flow and that one leads to the actual subflow.
Figure 2 is generated by a built-in visualizer for LPG. The process stepping
demonstrator implemented in the project is depicted in Figure 3. The left side shows the
process stepper demo gradually revealing each step of the process with its immediate
context (messages, resources etc.). Some additionally inferred information is isolated in
the right panel – e.g., the "social network" of how pools communicate (similar to a
Conversation Diagram inferred from the process/collaboration model).

Fig. 3. "Process stepper" demo app (left) and inferred "social network" of pools (right)

5.

Implementation Details

Implementation-wise, we set up three controllers – Modelling, Pool, Resource –, each with
an endpoint binding to the basic services. ModellingService performs the parsing of the
BPMN model XML into a tree, clears the entire graph repository, does domain conversion
from tree to Spring Data Neo4J POJO (Plain Old Java Object) domain classes that are
immediately persisted into graph repository when given as attributes to the
repository.save() command. It adds one new type of relationship (JUMP_TO) on the
resulting graph through trivial reasoning - we derive such useful relationships not explicitly
present in the model, facilitating the "process stepping" traversal in the front-end.
At the parsing stage, one difficulty arises to pick a relevant attribute as identifier. In the
XML definition, this kind of metainformation is provided in the XSD (XML Schema
Definition) file. As a result of setting validation inside the parser (code courtesy to the
reference [25]), the parser takes into consideration the XSD declarations in the XML file.
The conversion algorithm applies a well-defined parsing order.
1. Nested iterations over each pool, lane, and flow node children ensure that the first
nodes extracted are the Flow Elements
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2. Then their parent lanes
3. Followed by additional FlowObjects inside each previously persisted SubProcess
node; the reason these are executed after the first FlowObjects is because we
designed each iteration object after the pools and lanes as a call to a monolithic
algorithm
4. Then data association connectors, sequence flow connectors
5. After the root loop is closed, it converts message flows, annotation associations
6. The last are the group concept and corresponding relationships
This emulates a depth first-style traversal, the order of conversion being critical for the
graph building. If we would make a slight change in the order of execution, the code would
produce unexpected graphs – this is because of the hierarchical nature of XML files and
because of the graph building precedence. To clarify, a message flow can’t be created
before the actual pools are created - some effort was spent on identifying such
dependencies to come up with an Object-Oriented model having a good binding while also
simplifying the XSD traversal. The original XML Schema hierarchy of data structures,
being bulky, was compacted without negatively affecting semantics – e.g., exploiting the
attribute categoryValueRef in correlation with the schema of the Group concept.
We needed to explicitly map BPMN’s modeling language class diagram to an
Object-Oriented model with a subset of the properties and essential concepts covered,
while corelating with the mapped tree-based XSD-compliant serialization which got
compacted into the final class hierarchy. In the following we present some relevant
extracts. The Java implemented domain consists of a hierarchy of POJO classes that maps
to the BPMN 2.0 schema/metamodel, as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Metamodel of mapped Java domain and graph schema

We wanted to preserve and also to allow for extending the XSD schema, with inheritance
levels suggested by the standard metamodel. The root class is Node, bearing the structure:
@NodeEntity
@NoArgsConstructor
public abstract class Node {
@Id @GeneratedValue @Getter private Long id;
@Getter @Setter private String name;
@Getter @Setter private String documentation;
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@Relationship(type = "ASSOCIATION", direction = Relationship.OUTGOING)
@Getter @Setter private ASSOCIATION outgoingAssociation;
@Relationship(type = "IN_GROUP", direction = Relationship.OUTGOING)
@Getter @Setter private List<IN_GROUP> outgoingInGroupList;
}

Any element on the model is translated in our graph as a Node at its root, with fields name,
documentation and two relationships that any derived elements would have: one that links
to a TextAnnotation separate element, and one that links to a Group element. We decided
not to initialize any field at instance creation, dealing with the scenario that the modeler
may omit filling in some property values as, for instance, element description.
Using Reflection provided by the powerful RTTI (RunTime Type Identification)
feature in Java, an object of the identified class is constructed and initialized; the class
name is found using a dictionary that maps XSD tag name to actual Java domain name.
This is attached to a Template Method. The template method subclasses were hardcoded to
correspond to different conversion scenarios, and their basic structure includes an
additional design pattern: Strategy. The converted domain object is instantiated, but the
server chooses which name of Strategy to choose based on reflecting upon the type of the
object created as a result of the XML parsing.
The described ModellingService creates the Neo4j graph, and additional
ModellingRepository method calls allow the graph database to infer relationships that are
useful to client-level navigation code e.g., JUMP_TO, by means of the following queries:
@Query("MATCH (root)-->(proc:Process)-[*1..2]->(start:Start)
CREATE (root)-[:JUMP_TO]->(start)") void inferPastProcess();
@Query("MATCH (sbpr:SubProcess)-->(proc:Process)-->(end:End)
CREATE (end)-[:JUMP_TO]->(sbpr)") void inferBackToSubProcess();

The first query overhauls the intermediary node that acts as a “container” parent for a
sequence of Flow Nodes (it stands between a Pool and Lanes, respectively a SubProcess
and Flow Elements). Since these Process nodes do not contain any information, and they
do not specify which contained node is to be traversed first we provide an alternative
“Sequence Flow” substitute that also acts as shortcut to an actual Flow Element. We create
a similar shortcut connector from the terminal End Event node back to the SubProcess task
“host” – from where a Sequence Flow will lead the process traversal further down the
described model.
The client app demonstrator makes use of View Reflection using Thymeleaf in tandem
with SPEL (Spring Expression Language). We thus make part of the view layer processing
generic resulting in a single view file of the referenced node being reflected upon and its
neighbors fetched in a uniform way. Thus, only the fields describing a particular resource
instance are auto generated at runtime. The structure of the Front-End could thereafter be
reduced to only a few modular View components, each representing a particular feature:
 default.html is the general layout of the UI, divided with the help of HTML5
container tags and Thymeleaf Standard Layout System
 pools.html accessible through the “Pool View” hyperlink in navigation header is
rendered when starting resource traversal and requires the user to select an initial
BPMN resource of type Pool
 resource.html does the heavy lifting, as it is served (by the Controller and
underlying middleware layers) a model containing the current element and its
immediate context
The model sent to pools.html from the Controller contains all Pool elements. SDN
(Spring Data Neo4J [24]) automatically creates a query under-the-hood and communicates
with Neo4j using the proprietary Bolt protocol. In the actual rendering, SPEL applies some
in-view business logic, mainly identifying the Collapsed Pools and rendering an
anchor-less tag, else a particular tag with anchor. The resource.html logic is segmented in
three files for self, incoming and outgoing information. Using Thymeleaf intermediate
variables we render names of neighbors grouped by category and assemble hyperlinks to
them which call the ResourceController endpoint. We also use Reflection inside the view
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template to populate the page with the source element’s properties. Because different
resource types have different properties, we eliminate the need to make redundant views
for each resource type to be rendered and the incoming and outgoing relationships are
fetched from the Controller without Reflection, so performance is not critically affected.
In Appendix A we provide a code snippet of the resource_self and resource_outgoing
modules detailing this property rendering, with fieldUtils and outgoingEntry objects
providing access to the contextual information (attributes and outgoing relationships).

6.

Evaluation

Performance-wise, there is a cost to using an Object-To-Graph mapper (OGM). Most
OGM operations, including Query Result binding are implemented under-the-hood and on
Java reflection at full capacity resulting in a decrease in response time, but are versatile in
OO manipulation. Therefore, we constructed a converted domain from the BPMN file in
Object-Oriented manner, in-memory, and by annotating the classes we specified how the
SDN should map between this domain and the graph. We passed the actual responsibility
of constructing the queries to SDN, using our in-memory Java representation. We try to
balance higher processor waiting time with lower memory footprint. The response is
controlled domain classes instance initialization, by selectively initializing the properties
of nodes (only if they have a non-null value in the XML). The benefit of implementing the
prototype in this way is perceived in terms of responsiveness and structural flexibility.
Abstracting interactions with graph data is done through Spring Boot, with the
advantage of the framework providing a common workflow for general MVC application
development. Thanks to the integration with Neo4j, the DAL code strictly resides to
functionalities about the domain classes and hides configuration details.
One strength of our solution is that it provides a Java Reflection-based best practice for
the design and development of relationship-centric information systems which may be
exploited where relationships must be revealed gradually without knowing them in
advance, something we demonstrated by opening up the BPMN token game towards a
knowledge graph navigation approach. Further development of complex business logic on
the API end is facilitated thanks to the decoupling of concerns, achieved by following
principles of [11].
We analyzed the time to fetch content from the model base. A lower-level call on Bolt
protocol from the Neo4j tool took 3ms to retrieve a node linked by more than 6
relationships. Viewing that node context in the browser implies more time loading all the
properties, 1st level neighbors, and finally rendering the data in HTML. With all these, the
duration measured by calculating the request time was also a decent <1 second. For a node
with only 1 neighbor/relationship, the results are lightly smaller, as can be seen in Table 1,
and also the overhead of passing our query logic through the complex middleware is
reasonable.
Table 1. Average time for graph resource acquisition Benchmark
Elapsed time for
direct Bolt resource query
loading full resource page in browser

7.

Node with
> 6 relationships
3 milliseconds
863 milliseconds

1 relationship
2 milliseconds
830 milliseconds

Conclusion

In this artifact-building paper, we introduce a BPMN-to-LPG(Neo4J) converter that takes
input from the standard BPMN 2.0 XML serialization thus it is generalizable to any
BPMN-compliant tool, unlike existing diagram-to-graph converters reported by the
literature which have been tool-specific. It acts as a bridge between the process execution
paradigm and the knowledge representation paradigm, since even Neo4J graphs can be
enriched by RDF(S) and OWL domain models as shown in [21].
This was motivated by a Design Science project context where graph representations
of business process models must become part of an encompassing organizational
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knowledge graph to support novel knowledge management approaches (not detailed in this
paper's scope).
A demonstrator client app was built to showcase how the graph-based process content
can be streamlined to end user-oriented functionality, which will also be necessary in the
context project.
The key quality we wanted to achieve is universality and standard compliance, allowing
us to be independent of the BPMN tool, as long as its fully compliant with the standard
XML serialization. Any process modelled using the BPMN standard can be turned into a
model base that can be further exploited for this flavor of Model-Driven Software
Engineering or process analytics that need to make use of a graph view on a business
process. Neo4j proved to be a reliable database system that exploits relationship-centric
data modelling and intuitive data traversal or reasoning rules through graph queries. The
Spring ecosystem removed the burden of writing low-level code to interface the demo app
with Neo4J and the middleware, also minimizing the client app user interface by exploiting
the Reflection pattern in Java and fragment insertion in Thymeleaf.
Requirements for model interchange have not been raised in the current iteration (the
focus is on linking process structures to organizational context), however to generalize the
value of the proposal for a roundtrip approach we plan to also provide a reverse conversion
in the future.
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Appendix A
Source code sample of the resource_self.html file is presented below:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns:th="http://www.thymeleaf.org">
<article th:fragment="GenericGenerator" th:with="cls = ${resource.getClass()}">
<p>Reflected resource (process element) fields</p>
<div class="card blue-grey darken-1">
<div class="card-content white-text">
<span class="card-title" th:text="${resourceClassnames}"></span>
<table class="responsive-table highlight">
<tbody>
<!--/* Since default Reflection API retrieves only public scoped
members in superclasses use separate lib */-->
<!--/*@thymesVar
id="fieldUtils" type="org.apache.commons.lang3.reflect.FieldUtils"*/-->
<th:block th:each="field : ${fieldUtils.getAllFields(cls)}">
<th:block th:if="${
!field.isAnnotationPresent(T(org.neo4j.ogm.annotation.Relationship))}"
th:with="val = ${fieldUtils.readField(field, resource, true)}">
<tr th:if="${val}">
<td th:text="${field.getName()}"/>
<td th:text="${val}"/>
</tr>
</th:block>
</th:block>
</tbody>

UIFĂLEAN ET AL.

FROM BPMN MODELS TO L.P. GRAPHS

</table>
</div>
</div>
</article>
</html>

Source code sample of the resource_outgoing.html file is presented below:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns:th="http://www.thymeleaf.org">
<article th:fragment="Iterator">
<p>Outgoing knowledge by relationship type</p>
<div class="card blue-grey darken-1">
<div class="card-content white-text">
<table class="responsive-table centered highlight">
<tr>
<td>Node Type</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Action</td>
</tr>
<th:block th:each="outgoingEntry: ${outRelTypeStringToNodeList}">
<tr>
<td colspan="3"><span class="card-title"
th:text="${outgoingEntry.key}"/></td>
</tr>
<th:block th:each="outgoingNode: ${outgoingEntry.value}">
<tr>
<td>
<span th:text="${outgoingNode.getClass().getSimpleName()}"></span>
<!-- Reflection API call -->
</td>
<td>
<span th:text="${outgoingNode.getName()}"/>
</td>
<td>
<a class="btn link" th:href="|/resource/${outgoingNode.getId()}|">
<i class="material-icons">navigate_next</i>
</a>
</td>
</tr>
</th:block>
</th:block>
</table>
</div>
</div>
</article>
</html>

